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Fractional Fourier Series Expansion for
Finite Signals and Dual Extension to

Discrete-Time Fractional Fourier Transform

Soo-Chang Pei, Min-Hung Yeh, and Tzyy-Liang Luo

Abstract—Conventional Fourier analysis has many schemes for dif-
ferent types of signals. They are Fourier transform (FT), Fourier series
(FS), discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT), and discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT). The goal of this correspondence is to develop two absent
schemes of fractional Fourier analysis methods. The proposed methods
are fractional Fourier series (FRFS) and discrete-time fractional Fourier
transform (DTFRFT), and they are the generalizations of Fourier series
(FS) and discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT), respectively.

Index Terms—Discrete-time fractional Fourier transform, fractional
Fourier series.

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional Fourier analysis can obtain the frequency compo-
nents of a signal [1], [2], and the fractional Fourier analysis can reveal
the mixed time and frequency components of signals [3]. Until now,
fractional Fourier analysis has only two schemes to deal with different
types of signals. The existing schemes are fractional Fourier transform
(FRFT) and discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFRFT) [4], [5].
They can be used for the continuous and discrete signals, and their
results are continuous and discrete, respectively. Until now, several
methods for computing the DFRFT of signal have been proposed [4],
[5]. The method developed in [5] cannot provide a result to match
its continuous corresponding case. A rigorous discussion for the
mismatches of [5] has been presented in [6]. In this correspondence,
we will use the DFRFT in [4] for the further discussions.

II. REVIEW OF THE FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

The transform kernel of the continuous fractional Fourier transform
(FRFT) is defined as follows [3]:

K�(t; u) =

1� j cot�

2�
ej((t +u )=2) cot��jtu csc �

if � is not a multiple of�
�(t� u); if � is a multiple of2�
�(t+ u); if �+ � is a multiple of2�

(1)

where� indicates the rotation angle of the transformed signal for
FRFT. The forward and inverse FRFT are defined as

X�(u) =
1

�1

x(t)K�(t; u) dt (2)

x(t) =
1

�1

X�(u)K��(t; u) du: (3)

The properties of FRFT have been summarized in [3]. The domains
0 < � < (�=2) are calledfractional Fourier domainsin [7], and this
definition is also adopted in this paper.
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III. FRACTIONAL FOURIER SERIES FORFINITE SIGNALS

The frequency spectrum of a periodic signal consists of a sequence
of impulse. This leads to the Fourier series expansion of signal. The
Fourier series expansion is defined as [1]

x(t) =

1

n=�1

Cne
jnt! (4)

wherex(t) is a periodic signal with periodT or a finite signal with
durationT � � �!0 = (2�=T ): The FS expansion coefficients can be
computed as

Cn =
1

T T

x(t)e�jnt! dt (5)

where n = �1; � � � ;�1; 0; 1; � � � ;1: The FS expansion can be
used for two classes of continuous signals [1]. One can represent an
aperiodic signalx(t) on a finite interval, say,[0; T ]: In this case, the
Fourier series converge to the periodic extension ofx(t); outside of
[0; T ], that is, tox(t+ nT ); n = �1; �2; � � � : We can also use the
FS to represent a periodic signal with any period.

In developing fractional Fourier series (FRFS), we first find
the orthogonal basis. In the conventional FS case, a basis
function—sinusoids—has an impulse output in the Fourier domain.
We can use the same notation to find the FRFS basis functions.
Because an impulse function�(t � nt0) in the fractional Fourier
domain with parameter� whose original time domain representation
is

FRFT��[�(t� nt0)]

=
1 + j cot�

2�
e�j((t +(nt ) )=2) cot �+j(nt )t csc � (6)

the definition of the basis signals of FRFS that we used is listed as

��;n(t) =
1 + j cot�

2�
e�j((t +(nt ) )=2) cot �+j(nt )t csc� (7)

where t0 is called thecentral frequencyin the fractional Fourier
domains. The basis of FRFS is a chirp signal that is a not periodic
function, and the summation of aperiodic functions cannot attain a
periodic one; therefore, the FRFS is only for finite signals. After the
basis signals of FRFS are determined, we can compute the integration
for any two basis signals along the whole interval[�(T=2); (T=2)]
to check the orthogonal property in (8) and (9), shown at the
bottom of the next page, where~t = t csc �: If we want ��;n to
satisfy the orthogonal condition, the right part of the (9) in the case
m 6= n should equal zero. This condition can be satisfied only when
t0 = 2�(sin �=T ): Moreover, we can divide each��;n by the value
T csc �=(2�) in order to obtain an orthonormal basis(~��;n) of

FRFS.

~��;n(t) =
��;n(t)

T csc �

2�

=
sin �+ j cos �

T

� e�j((t +(n(2�=T ) sin�) )=2) cot �+jnt(2�=T ) (10)

where n = �1; � � � ;�1; 0; 1; � � � ;1: Thus, f� � � ; ~��;�1; ~��;0;
~��;1; � � �g construct an orthonormal basis. The instantaneous fre-
quency of basis signal can be obtained by computing the derivative
of its phase. Therefore, it is equal to

!�;n(t) = �t cot �+ n
2�

T
: (11)
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TABLE I
PROPERTIES OFFRFS

From (11), it can be observed that every basis signal is a chirp signal
with chirp rate(� cot�): The interpretation of the FRFS expansion
for a finite signal is that the latter is decomposed in terms of its chirp
harmonics. The well-known Fourier series (FS) is just a special case
of FRFS for the case� = (�=2), and the basis signals of FS are
sinusoids harmonics that are horizontal lines in the time–frequency
plane. Thus, the FRFS expansion of the finite signalx(t) can be
written as

x(t) =

1

n=�1

C�;n
~��;n(t)

=

1

n=�1

C�;n
sin �+ j cos �

T

� e�j((t +(n(2�=T ) sin�) )=2) cot �+jnt(2�=T )

t 2 �
T

2
;
T

2
(12)

whereC�;n are calledFRFS expansion coefficientswith the parameter
�: The FRFS expansion coefficients are computed by the inner
product of the signal and chirp basis signals.

C�;n =
T=2

�(T=2)

x(t)~���;n(t) dt

=
sin�� j cos �

T

T=2

�(T=2)

x(t)

� ej((t +(n(2�=T ) sin�) )=2) cot��jnt(2�=T ) dt: (13)

The FRFS expansion can be used to represent an aperiodic signal
x(t) on a finite interval, say,[�(T=2); (T=2)]:

The properties of FRFS are shown in Table I. From Table I, it
follows that the FRFS has similar properties as those of FRFT, but
the shift and modulation properties of FS and FRFS are summarized
in Table III with some constraints.

It has been proved in Appendix A that the expansion coefficients
of FRFS can be obtained from the sampled values of FRFT ofx(t)

C�;n =
2� sin �

T
X� n

2�

T
sin � (14)

whereC�;n are FRFS expansion coefficients of the signalx(t): X�(�)
is the FRFT of the signalx(t): From (14), we know that the sampling

interval depends on� as well asT: When the computing interval of
FRFS approaches infinity, the sampling spacing of FRFS coefficients
will also approach zero. Therefore, the FRFS will converge to the
FRFT while the computing intervalT approaches infinity.

Example 1: In this example, we compute the FRFS coefficients
for the chirp signal(x(t) = e�jt for jtj � �; x(t) = 0 otherwise).
From the previous results in FRFT, we know that the FRFT output of
the chirp signale�jct will become an ideal impulse for the specific
angletan�1(1=2c) [3], [10], [11]. In the FRFS expansion case, the
finite chirp signale�jct can have only one nonzero impulse atn = 0
for the case� = tan�1(1=2c) because only one basis signal is
enough to synthesize the chirp signal. Fig. 1 shows the finite chirp
signal x(t) and its FRFS expansions. In this correspondence, the
real parts of signal and transforms are plotted by solid lines, and
the imaginary parts are plotted by dashed lines. When the angle
� = tan�1(0:5) � 0:4636, the FRFS coefficients has only one
nonzero impulse with valueC�;0 = 2:132 � 1:318j: Moreover,
we compute the FRFS with a closer angle oftan�1(0:5): While
the angle� = (3�=20) � 0:4712, the FRFS expansion has only
three significant values(n = �1; 0; 1): C�;0 = 2:05 � 1:436j;
C�;1 = C�;�1 = 0:03817+0:0855j: Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed
signal that is synthesized by three major FRFS components(n =
�1; 0; 1): From the plot in Fig. 2, we know that only three FRFS
components can approximate the original chirp signal very well. The
reconstruction error in this example is computed as

r(t) = x(t)� (C�;0
~��;0(t)+C�;1

~��;1(t)+C�;�1
~��;�1(t)) (15)

and the ratio of power of reconstruction error and signal is equal to

T

jr(t)j2 dt

T

jx(t)j2
=

0:0014525

6:2832
= 0:02312%: (16)

IV. DISCRETE-TIME FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

The well-known discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) provides
a method for computing the frequency components of a discrete
signal. The definition of DTFT in [2] are represented in frequency
normalization notation, and they are periodical function with period
2�: Without frequency normalization, the transform result of DTFT
should be a periodic function with period2�=Ts, whereTs is the
sampling interval of the discrete signal. The definitions for the
forward and inverse DTFT without frequency normalization should
be changed into the following formulas.

X (�) =
Ts
2�

1

n=�1

x[n]e�jn�T (17)

x[n] =
Ts
2�

�=T

�(�=T )

X (�)ejn�T d�: (18)

The above definitions of forward and inverse DTFT will be
used in this correspondence. In this section, we will develop the

T=2

�(T=2)

��;m(t)���;n(t) dt

=
1

2�
ej(((nt ) �(mt ) )=2) cot �

T=2 csc �

�(T=2) csc �

ej(m�n)t
~t d~t (8)

=

T csc �

2�
; whenm = n

1

j2�(m� n)t0
ej(((nt ) �(mt ) )=2) cot � e�j(m�n)t (T=2)csc� � fej(m�n)t T csc � � 1g; whenm 6= n

(9)
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generalization of DTFT, which is discrete-time fractional Fourier
transform (DTFRFT). The discrete signalx[n] is sampled from the
bandlimited signalx(t) by sampling rateTs: In the development
of DTFRFT, the roles of time and frequency axis of FRFS are
interchanged to define the DTFRFT. It means that the discrete
samples in the time domain are treated as the FRFS coefficients
in the frequency domain. The FRFS expansion for the spectrum
X (��) with the parameter((�=2) + �) is performed. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The choice of spectrum isX (��) rather than
X (�) because the FRFS expansion ofX (��) with positive angular
parameter((�=2) + �) can attach the DTFRFT solution. By (12),
the spectrum of discrete sampled signal can be expanded as in (19),
shown at the bottom of the page.

The FRFS expansion coefficients can be computed by (13) so that
they can be obtained as

D�[n] =C(�=2)+�;n

=
�=T

�(�=T )

X (��) Ts
2�

(cos �+ j sin �)

� e�j((� +n T cos �)=2) tan� e�jn�T d� (20)

=
Ts
2�

cos �+ j sin � e�j(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
1

k=�1

x[k]
�=T

�(�=T )

� e�j(� =2) tan� ej�T (k�n) d� (21)

=
Ts
2

1� j cot �

2�

p
cos � e�j(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
1

k=�1

x[k]�(n; k; �) (22)

where D�[n] is the DTFRFT of the discrete signalx[k]; � 6=
m� + �=2 (m is an integer), and

�(n; k; �) = �erf j
�� tan �+ T 2

s (n� k)

Ts
p
2j tan �

+ erf j
� tan �+ T 2

s (n� k)

Ts
p
2j tan �

� ej(T (k�n) =2) cot � (23)

where the function erf(�) is the well-known error function [12].

erf(t) =
2p
�

t

0

e�u du: (24)

The method for computing the error function with complex argument
is stated in [12], and the proof of (22) is shown in Appendix B.

When (� = 0), the transform resultD�[n] will match the original
signalx[k]: Although (� = m� + �=2), the transform will be the
conventional discrete-time Fourier transform, and it is a continuous
result. Equation (20) provides a method for computing the DFRFT
based on the frequency domain of the signal, and (22) provides a
way to find the DTFRFT from the time domain of signal. The inverse
DTFRFT transform is computed as

x[n] =
Ts
2

1 + j cot �

2�

p
cos � ej(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
1

k=�1

D�[k]�(n; k;��) (25)

where the auxiliary function�(n; k; �) has been defined in (23).
From (25), it can be found that the original signal can be recovered
from a DTFRFT with the angular parameter(��):

Like in the FRFS case, the results of DTFRFT will approach FRFT
while the sampling periodTs approaches zero, and the result of
DTFRFT can be obtained from the sampled values of FRFT.

D�[n] =
p
Ts cos � X�(nTs cos�) (26)

whereX�(�) is the FRFT of the presampled signalx(t) with the
angular parameter�: From (26), it can be observed that sampling
spacing of DTFRFT will become smaller as the angular parameter
approaches(m�+(�=2)), wherem is an integer. If the parameter�
equals(m�+(�=2)), the sampling spacing of DTFRFT will become
zero. This matches the well-known result that the output of DTFRFT
is a continuous function.

The properties of DTFRFT listed in Table II are similar to those of
FRFS, and only the angular parameter should be changed. Similar to
the FRFS case, the modulation and shift properties of DTFRFT are
also with some constraints, and the constraints are also summarized
in Table III.

Table IV illustrates the signal types of different fractional Fourier
schemes that have been developed to date. The last column in
Table IV shows the types of conventional Fourier schemes. Among
the four conventional schemes, the Fourier transform (FT) is the
original method. The FS and DTFT have been discussed in the
previous sections. The motivation of the DFT comes from the fact
that the Fourier transform of a sampled and periodic signal will result
in a sampled and periodic spectrum [1]. Therefore, the types of the
original signal and transforms for DFT are both discrete and periodic.
The type of DTFRFT adopted here is discrete and aperiodic in the
fractional Fourier domains(0 < � < �=2): Someone may have a
motivation of DTFRFT from the FRFT ofx(t)

F�(x(t)) = F�

n

x(n)�(t� n) : (27)

X (��) =
1

n=�1

C(�=2)+�;n

sin
�

2
+ � + j cos

�

2
+ �

2�=Ts

� e�j((� +[n(2�=2�=T ) sin((�=2)+�)] )=2) cot((�=2)+�)+jn�(2�=2�=T )

=

1

n=�1

C(�=2)+�;n
cos �� j sin �

2�=Ts
ej((� +(nT cos�) )=2) tan �+jn�T : (19)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Finite chirp signal (x(t) = e�jt for jtj � �; x(t) = 0
otherwise). (b) FRFS expansion ofx(t) for � = tan�1(0:5). (c) FRFS
expansion ofx(t) for � = (3�=20):

Fig. 2. Reconstructed signal synthesized by the three major FRFS compo-
nents for the case� = (3�=20) in Example 1.

Fig. 3. Motivation of the DTFRFT derivation.

TABLE II
PROPERTIES OFDTFRFT

TABLE III
CONSTRAINTS OFSHIFT AND MODULATION PROPERTIES OFFRFSAND DTFRFT
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TABLE IV
TYPES OFSIGNALS PROCESSED BY THEDIFFERENT FRACTIONAL SCHEMES

The above definition has the continuous output in fractional Fourier
domain, but it cannot have good boundary conditions for the case
� � 0: Therefore, the type of DTFRFT adopted in this paper is
discrete, aperiodic, and infinite in the fractional Fourier domain.
Moreover, the spacing of DTFRFT in the fractional Fourier domain
is (Ts cos �): If (� = m� + �=2), the spacing of DTFRFT will
become zero, and the DTFRFT will be reduced to the conventional
DTFT. About the FRFS case, the spacing is(2� sin �=T ), and it
will become zero while(� = m�): Thus, a continuous signal will
be obtained. Moreover, the last row in Table IV presents the data
type of the discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFRFT). Although
this scheme is not discussed in detail in this correspondence, we still
describe its signal types in Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

From the above discussion, several conclusions can be made. First,
FRFS is a generalization of FS, and it can reveal the mixed time and
frequency components of signals. The FRFS expansion coefficients
are the sampled values of FRFT. The envelope of FRFS coefficients
will have a closer spacing as the computing interval increases.
The FRFS will converge to FRFT when the computing intervalT
approaches infinity. Second, the generalization of DTFT (DTFRFT)
can be obtained through the dual extension of FRFS. The DFRFT
can provide a method for computing the fractional Fourier transform
for discrete signals. With the help of the algorithm of DTFRFT, the
fractional Fourier analysis for discrete signals can be realized.

APPENDIX A

The FRFS coefficients ofx(t) can be computed as

C�;n =
T=2

�(T=2)

x(t)~���;n(t) dt

=
1

�1

~x(t) ~���;n(t) dt (A1.1)

=
1

�1

x(t)
sin�� j cos �

T

� ej((t +(nt ) )=2) cot ��jnt t csc � dt (A1.2)

wheret0 = 2� sin �=T: An envelope function of the coefficients
C�;n is defined as

E�(t) =
1

�1

x(~t)ej((
~t +t )=2) cot��jt~t csc � d~t: (A1.3)

From the definition of FRFT, we can obtain the FRFT of the signal
x(t)

X�(w) =
1

�1

x(t)
1� j cot �

2�

� ej((t +w )=2) cot ��jwt csc � dt: (A1.4)

From (A1.2)–(A1.4), we conclude that

C�;n =
sin �� j cos �

T
E�(nt0)

=
2� sin �

T
X�(nt0): (A1.5)

The above is the proof of (14). In the definition of FRFS, the signal
x(t) is written as its FRFS expansion.

x(t) =

1

n=�1

sin �� j cos �

T
E�(nt0)~��;n(t)

=

1

n=�1

E�(nt0)
sin �� j cos �

T

� sin �+ j cos �

T

� e�j((t +(nt ) )=2) cot �+jnt t csc �

=
1

T

1

n=�1

E�(nt0)e
�j((t +(nt ) )=2) cot�+jnt t csc �

=
csc �

2�

1

n=�1

E�(nt0)

� e�j((t +(nt ) )=2) cot�+jnt t csc � � t0 (A1.6)

wheret0 = 2� sin �=T: t0 ! 0 asT ! 1, and the right side of
(A1.6) becomes an integral.

APPENDIX B

In this Appendix, we will prove (22). To begin with, we compute
the integral in (22).

�=T

�(�=T )

e�j(� =2) tan� � ej�T (k�n) d�

=
�=T

�(�=T )

e�j(tan �=2)[� �2�T (k�n) cot�] d� (A2.1)

= ej(T =2)(k�n) cot �
�=T )

�(�=T )

� e�j(tan �=2)[��T (k�n) cot �] d� (A2.2)

Let y = j(tan �=2)[� � Ts(k � n) cot �]: dy =

j(tan �=2) d�: The above integration becomes
�=T

�(�=T )

e�j(� =2) tan� � ej�T (k�n) d�

= ej(T =2)(k�n) cot � 2 cot �

j

b

a

e�y dy (A2.3)

where

a = j
tan �

2
� �

Ts
� Ts(k � n) cot � (A2.4)

b = j
tan�

2

�

Ts
� Ts(k � n) cot � : (A2.5)

Using the definition of error function, we can further compute
integration as

�=T

�(�=T )

e�j(� =2) tan� � ej�T (k�n) d�

=

p
�

2
ej(T =2)(k�n) cot �

� 2 cot �

j
[erf(b)� erf(a)] (A2.6)

=

p
�

2
ej(T =2)(k�n) cot �

� 2 cot �

j
[erf(�b)� erf(�a)] (A2.7)

=

p
�

2

2 cot �

j
�(n; k; �) (A2.8)
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where �(n; k; �) has been defined in (23). We can conclude the
results of (21) and (A2.8) to obtain the following equations:

D�[n] =
Ts

2�
cos �+ j sin � e

�j(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
1

k=�1

x[k]
�=T

�(�=T )

� e�j(� =2) tan � � e
j�T (k�n)

d� (A2.9)

=
Ts

2�
cos �+ j sin � e

�j(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
p
�

2

2 cot �

j

1

k=�1

x[k]�(n; k; �) (A2.10)

=
Ts

2

1� j cot �

2�

p
cos � e

�j(n T =2) sin � cos �

�
1

k=�1

x[k]�(n; k; �): (A2.11)

Equation (22) has been proved.
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Novel Interpretation of the Pencil-of-Functions
Approximation/Identification Method

Pascale Bŕehonnet, Riwal Morvan,
Pierre Vilb́e, and Ĺeon-Claude Calvez

Abstract—Jain’s pencil-of-functions method based on the linear depen-
dence/independence of a set of functions is revisited. It is shown that
no matter what model order is chosen, every estimated denominator
coefficient may be regarded as the geometric mean of two values obtained
in a least-squares sense.

Index Terms—Gram matrix, identification, least-squares approxima-
tion, modeling, Pencil-of-Functions, pole estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of [1], [2], generalized in [3], Jain’s
pencil-of-functions (POF) method of approximation/identification has
received considerable attention. The resulting noniterative closed-
form solution gives accurate results despite not requiring any prior
estimates. Pole-zero modeling of signals, such as an electromagnetic-
scatterer response, is considered in [4] and [5] while constructing
reduced-order models of a given original system, and related topics
are considered in [6]–[9]. In the particular noise-free case and when
the system ordern is correctly chosen (equal to its true valuen0),
it has been shown [10] that the POF method minimizes a weighted
version of the equation error. However, a correct choice of the system
order is an essential restriction for this property to hold and, as far
as the authors are aware, there is no known optimal interpretation
of the POF solution when the model ordern is chosen less than the
original system ordern0: It is the purpose of this correspondence to
show that every coefficient of the characteristic equation produced
by the POF method can be viewed as the geometric mean of two
candidates, each candidate being the best coefficient in the sense of
minimizing an equation error energy, no matter what model order
n n0 is chosen.

II. A SSUMPTIONS,NOTATION, AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given any matrixM , we denote byM i,j the matrix obtained
from M by interchanging theith column and thejth column while
M i!j is justM with its ith column shifted to thejth position, e.g.,
if M = [c1 c2 c3 c4 c5], then M2!4 = [c1 c3 c4 c2 c5] and
M2,4 = [c1 c4 c3 c2 c5]: The matrix obtained fromM by deleting
the ith row and thejth column is denoted asMij :

To achieve an unified treatment that is valid for both continuous
and discrete time signals, inner product notation is used. Given
two well-behaved real-valued functionsf(t) and g(t) of the real
variable t defined over some (possibly infinite) interval[t0; tK ],
it is assumed that their inner product is defined, according to
the nature of the problem under consideration, through the in-
tegral hf; gi �

= s tt f(t)g(t) dt or through the discrete sum

hf; gi �
= �K

k=0 f(tk)g(tk), where tk(k = 0; 1; � � � ; K) denote
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